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Here you can find the menu of Le Zinc in NamurRue. At the moment, there are 13 menus and drinks on the food
list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Simon Gilson likes about Le Zinc:

the best Greek restaurant I've known for years felicitation to the boss who maintains a constant quality since
these many years the success of the place is not fading and is amply justified. Keep the master of the course.

read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in pleasant weather. What
Rania Benali doesn't like about Le Zinc:

Welcome is very pleasant. The tables are a little close to each other. But the dishes are not terrible. the correct
entrance but the dish really not high. For a Greek lamb gratin, I had 5 pieces of meat that tasted more beef

carbonades and many Greek pasta with tomato sauce. Anyway, my wife and I had bells coming out. Too bad
because the welcome is very hot. read more. scrumptious Greek dishes like Gyros, Souvlaki and Seafood with
sides like fries, feta cheese salad, Pita bread and Tzatziki can be provided to you at Le Zinc in NamurRue, The

customers of the restaurant also consider the large variety of various coffee and tea specialities that the
establishment offers. Apart from simple snacks, sweet pieces and cakes, there are also cold and hot drinks.
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Appet�er�
CREMA DI POMODORO

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Sauce�
TZATZIKI

Starter�
TARAMA

Gyr�
GYROS

Coffe�
COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
MEDITERRANEAN

GREEK

DESSERT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

LOBSTER

LAMB

PASTA

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

FETA

MEAT

BEEF

TOMATE
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